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Birds 

Since its beginning Biosfera started to pay attention to birds because it involved one of the 

most delicate situations for the Cape Verdean ecosystem. 

2006 – Biosfera creates the first “ecofeira” (ecological multi-thematic exhibition) in Cabo 

Verde showing to the general population and authorities the threats to the Cape Verdean 

ecosystems; this is the first exhibition they become alert for the seabird situation. Biosfera 

takes images of the slaughter in Raso Islet and start preparing a thematic exhibition with 

the collected material.  

2007 – Biosfera creates an itinerant exhibition that was presented in São Vicente, Santiago, 

Portugal and Spain, followed by lectures trying get the Cape Verdean authorities’ attention 

to the situation rising public indignation. Since this year, Biosfera taking bird from the 

population to recover and release to the wild. 

2008 – With the authorization of the Cape Verdean authorities and a partnership with the 

military forces and Coast Guard, Biosfera starts active protection of the Cabo Verde 

Shearwater in Raso Islet during the nesting season, this action would be repeated for all the 

years to come, with the difference that, as of 2010, the presence of military forces or Coast 

Guard would no longer be necessary. 

2009 – Biosfera started a Project together with SPEA (Portuguese Society for the Study of 

Birds), for beginning collecting scientific data on the colonies of Shearwaters on Raso 

during the nesting season (Biosfera field team getting formation by SPEA technician). 

2010 – The fishermen communities (now made aware through a large awareness campaign 

carried out by Biosfera and government entities), using their expertise to help Biosfera 

team tracking the nests to make a count of the same and start ringing chicks and adults. At 

this point was not just Cabo Verde Shearwater but two more seabird species (storm-petrel 

and Bulwer’s Petrel). Those actions continued for the two subsequent years with no 

changes. 

2013 – The research and protection work on Raso continues but they also collected data of 

Red-bill Tropicbird, Brown Boobies and Little Shearwater. This year Biosfera undertakes 

their first incursion on Branco Islet to identify which seabird species also nest there. 

Biosfera started a new project with BirdLife Africa for collecting data about migratory 

waterbirds in 4 different islands of Cabo Verde. A new project started also with FIBA 

(International Foundation of Banc d´Arguin), called Alcyon. In this project, with the 

partnership of University of Coimbra, they started collecting data of Cape Verdean 

Shearwater feeding migration during breeding season and data about their preys (through 

analysis of stomach contents). In this year Biosfera started also a project together with 

SPEA and RSPB (Royal Society for the Protection of Birds) where all bird species (also 

their distribution) found on the Santa Luzia Marine Reserve have been recorded. In this 

year Biosfera and SPEA make an incursion to Rombos Islets in the South of the 

archipelago to identify new Cabo Verde Shearwater colonies. 
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2014 – All the projects from 2013 continued. Together with SPEA, the Cape Verdean 

Government, BirdLife International and other local NGOs, they lunch the Cabo Verde 

Shearwater Conservation Action Plan.  
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Marine Turtles 

Flag species of Cabo Verde but also one of the most threatened, since the beginning 

Biosfera started to get the people attention for the importance of their conservation. 

 

2006 – In the “ecofeira” the marine turtle was one of the key species focused in the 

exhibition.  

2007 – Biosfera held an exhibition that specifically focuses the marine turtles and their 

threats in Cabo Verde. Biosfera started this year also to receive injured turtles to recover 

and release to the wild. 

2010 – Biosfera started a project to protect the marine turtle nesting season on Maio Island. 

2011 – Biosfera started a project to protect the marine turtle nesting season on Santa Luzia 

Island. 

2012 - In addition to carry out surveillance on the beaches of Santa Luzia, Biosfera also 

started collecting scientific data and build a hatchery to save nests whenever they were in 

dangerous location. 

 2013 – In addition the previous activities, Biosfera started to work with Geomar Institute 

of Germany for the collection of DNA samples, biometric measures, and tagging the 

turtles. In this year Biosfera makes their first approach to Branco Islet, and identify the 

nesting beaches of the place. All this activities keep going until today. 
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Terrestrial reptiles 

Biosfera in their task in the struggle for conservation of the Marine Reserve of Santa Luzia 

and Islets could not put aside the terrestrial reptiles that exist there, endemic organisms 

with such a restricted distribution. 

2006 – they were represented in the “Ecofeira” where Biosfera shows how they are special 

animals. 

2012 – Biosfera started his contribution helping a team of Portuguese herpetologists to 

catalog the species found in the Reserve. 

2013 - Began a thorough job of analyzing, with the help of transects, the distribution of 

these animals on the island of Santa Luzia and to infer the abundance of them. 

2014 - There was a first incursion into the Branco islet with the aim of trying to rediscover 

this species of the Giant Lizard of Cape Verde that was considered extinct, with no results 

(for 3 days reached the conclusion that there was need for climbing equipment and 

professionals in this modality, and the project was postponed to 2017). With the 

partnership of the CIBIO (Porto University), Biosfera started collecting data about the 

Giant Gecko of Raso Islet, with the aim of knowing better about its biology and behavior, 

and these activities were conducted until now.  
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Sharks 

The sharks in Cabo Verde are persecuted and indiscriminately fished by foreign fishing 

vessels, and so, they are one of the major concerns of Biosfera. 

2006 – The sharks had a strong presence in the “Ecofeira” where Biosfera shows the 

peculiarities of the species and draws attention for their importance in the ecosystem at 

same time that explains their vulnerability. 

2008 – Biosfera held an outdoor exposition where they were represented five of the most 

overfishing species of sharks and also the swordfish. The main target of it was showing 

how dangerous was the National fisheries agreement with Europe because of the 

overfishing of top predators. 

2009 – Biosfera started a campaign for awareness of their own rulers while trying through 

the media, change public opinion on shark fishing. 

2011 - The fight was brought into another level when Biosfera gets the attention of the 

European newspapers and helps them showing to the world the shark problem in Cabo 

Verde. This struggle continues until today and thanks to the Biosfera pressure at least the 

fishery agreement between Cabo Verde and EU suffered some changes; yet not the ideal 

changes, but still a start. 

2014 – Biosfera started a project for a scientific study of shark population distribution in 

Cabo Verde, together with the Halifax University (Canada). 
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Coral reef communities 

Cabo Verde has the biggest coral communities of West Africa and the Reserve of Santa 

Luzia has the most important coral reef of the country. Once that Cabo Verde most 

important resources come from the sea, the coral reef communities was a focus point to 

Biosfera since the beginning.  

2006 – In the “Ecofeira” the coral reef communities were represented by 12 aquariums of 

250 Lts each. More than 30 species of fish were presented. 

2011 – Biosfera participates in the Santa Luzia Marine Reserve coral reef census together 

with Cabo Verde University and Brasil Fluminense University. 

2014 – Biosfera started a program to monitor the Marine Reserve coral reef communities. 
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Invasive species 

Islands are themselves very sensitive ecosystems, as its flora and fauna have evolved away 

from the continental species and as such are quite specific and fragile to any change in 

their environment and weak to compete with invasive species. Always trying to maintain 

ecosystem balance, the Biosfera always looked at invasive species very carefully. 

2008 – Biosfera realizes that an invasive species of fire ants got to Raso Islet and threatens 

their fragile population of birds and reptiles. Biosfera started to analyze their distribution 

and take careful notes about their spread and interaction with the native fauna. 

2013 – Biosfera, together with SPEA and RSPB, started a project to verify the feasibility 

for eradicating cats from the Santa Luzia Reserve and possibly to control the population of 

mice; this project continued until 2015. 

2014 – Biosfera started collaborating with Queensland Biosecurity office to design a 

project in order to address the fire ant infestation on Raso Islet. 
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Environmental education and awareness 

When Biosfera began its work, little was talked about environmental conservation in our 

new Republic of Cabo Verde. This was the essential part of any environmental work, and 

we started a strong element of environmental education. 

 

2006 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------2014 

The Environmental education and awareness campaigns were performed continuously 

during all these years of work, addressing all the issues already presented here and several 

others, linked to own citizenship and civic duties of the population. These activities had as 

target audience all age groups from the general population to authorities and decision-

makers.  

Environmental education and awareness campaigns have emerged on various forms such 

as: Exhibitions, lectures, radio programs, television programs, documentaries, workshops, 

seminars, volunteering, reports, newspaper articles, scientific papers and the very 

interventionist attitude of the whole team. 

Is should be noted that the two largest environmental education activities were: 

- “Ecofeira” in 2006, where was the sensitive environmental issues of the archipelago 

were first addressed in Cape Verde to the public in general,. 

- 2014 exhibition of the Santa Luzia and Islets Reserve, where Biosfera brought to 

the public the wild of the big Marine Reserve of the country. This exhibition takes 

3 months and received over 8,000 visitors, a remarkable record in Cabo Verde for 

this kind of activity. 
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